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OWNER’S MANUAL
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

Water Lubricated Lineshaft Turbine Pumps

WELL CHECK: Check well for am-
ple depth, diameter and
straightness before starting in-
stallation. Completely remove any
oil from water surface by bailing,
as oil will damage the rubber
bearings in the pump and
column.

FOUNDATION: An adequate con-
crete foundation is desirable. For
average soil conditions and set-
tings, a foundation 12" thick is
sufficient if it is placed on firm
soil. See Figure 2.

INSTALLATION RIG: Use a tripod
or rig of sufficient strength to lift
the complete pump safely with
sufficient height to raise the top
of the column at least 12 feet
above the pump foundation.

TOOLS: Two sets of pipe clamps
and the regular hand tools for this
class of work.

UNCRATING AND CHECKING:
Uncrate all parts and examine
carefully for shipping damage or
shortages before starting installa-
tion. See Figure 1. Lay the column
and shafting on cross timbers
with the coupling end toward and
near the well.

SPECIAL PRECAUTIONS: Check
the shafting for straightness and
damage, taking great care to keep
all threads clean on shaft, column
and coupling. Inspect the bowls
for damage or foreign material
and see that the shaft turns free-
ly and has sufficient end play.

IMPORTANT: All shaft and col-
umn joints must butt squarely,
metal to metal, and any dirt will
prevent proper joints and result in
unsatisfactory service. All shaft
joints should be tight. Use a good
grade of clean thread lubricant or
pipe compound on each joint of
column and shafting.

CAUTION: This pump is provided
with the highest quality rubber
bearings, which must be wet
before the pump is started, or
serious damage may result.
Therefore, the pump must be in-
stalled with a foot valve or provid-
ed with a prelubrication system.

BOWLS: Assemble one end of the
suction pipe with the bowls and
the other end to the strainer.

CAUTION: Use tapered thread
pipe on suction only. Column sec-
tions have butt joint thread. Place
a pipe clamp near top of the
bowls and, using an installation
rig, lower the bowls into the well
until the pipe clamp rests on the
well casing or other support. See
Figure 3. Install a shaft coupling
on the bowl shaft.

CAUTION: Be certain the shaft
coupling and bowl shaft end are
perfectly clean. If the bowls and
suction pipe are too long for the
installation rig, the bowls may be
attached to the suction pipe after
the pipe is suspended in the well.



COLUMN AND SHAFTING: Insert a 51ot length of shaft
with bearing sleeve up, into a 5 foot length of outer

column, attaching pipe clamps just below the pipe coupling.

Using a piece of 1/2" rope, place a clove hitch around the
lower end of the outer column and another around the
lower end of the shaft. With the rig, raise the column above

the pump, maintaining tension on the rope to prevent the
shaft from slipping out of the outer column while it is

being elevated. CAUTION: Keep column and shafting

threads out of the dirt. Lower the lineshaft into the bowl
shaft coupling after cleaning both threads and shaft end.
tighten until the shaft ends butt. NOTE: Threads are left

hand. Lower the outer column into the pump bowls. Apply
thread lubricant or compound and tighten until the pipe

butts. Raise the pump a few inches, remove the lower
clamp, and lower the pump into the well until the upper
pipe clamp rests on the clamp supports. With open end

down, place the lineshaft bearing assembly over shaft.
Screw the bearing assembly into the column coupling until
it butts. See Figure 4. Screw the coupling on the shaft
until it butts with the sleeve. The shaft under the stainless
steel sleeve is rust-proofed before shipping and therefore
the sleeve should not be removed except for repair or re-

placement. Repeat above procedure for the remaining 10

foot lengths of column with the following precautions:

(a) Keep the shaft threads and ends absolutely clean.
(b) Install the shafting with sleeve end up.
(c) Do not bend shafting.

(d) Put pipe compound on the column pipe threads.
(e) Make all threaded joints tight.

Remove the column head flange from the head and screw
to remaining 5 foot section of column pipe. The end

receiving the column head flange is marked. Install this 5
foot section with the 4 foot length of lineshaft on the last

10 foot section and screw the head shaft into the top line-
shaft coupling.

DISCHARGE HEAD: Install and bolt pump head to the
column flange using a gasket between flange and head.
Raise the pump head slightly, remove the pipe clamps,
lower the head on the foundation with the discharge open-
ing in the desired direction. Place the complete packing
gland assembly over the head shaft but do not insert the

gland in the discharge head but suspend the assembly on

the shaft by tightening the packing gland. After removing

canopy and drive coupling, lower the motor over the head
shaft and bolt to the pump head: CAUTION Do not bend
the head shaft or damage threads.

ALIGNMENT OF DISCHARGE HEAD: Center the shaft
through the driver quill (bore) by placing metal shims
between the pump head and foundation at the proper
corners. NEVER USE A SPIRIT LEVEL to align the head
since wells are rarely plumb. After the head is aligned, raise

it again and place a soft cement grouting on the foundation
without disturbing the shims. Apply a coating of grease to

the bottom of the head to prevent sticking to the grouting
Lower the pump head, allowing the surplus grouting to

squeeze out so the head again rests on the shims.

FIG. 2

PACKING GLAND: Loosen the packing gland and install
the assembly in the head. Realign head if necessary so gland
will fall in place without bending shaft. Place packing so
joints of adjacent rings are on opposite side of shaft but do
not tighten packing.

FIG. 3

MOTOR: Check the motor nameplate with the phase,
frequency and voltage available and following the manu-
facturer’s instructions attach to motor, connect to the
magnetic starter. Check the motor for proper rotation
(counter clockwise rotation viewed from the top end) be-

fore installing drive key in drive coupling and compare
direction of rotation with arrow on discharge head, for

wrong rotation may damage the pump. It is recommended
that electrical connections be made by a competent elec-
trician. Rotation can be reversed by following motor

instructions for single phase motors or by interchanging
any two power leads for 3 phase motors. IMPORTANT:
The motor must be connected through a proper protective
starter or the motor warranty is void. Install drive coupling
and drive key on head shaft.



TURBINE IMPELLER ADJUSTMENT TABLES
TABLE

HYDRAULIC THRUST
CONSTANT "K" LBS./FT. HEAD

Closed
Impeller

Bowl
Fig.
No.

6JC

6LC

6MC

6HC

6XC

8JC

8LC

8KC

8MC

8HC

10LC 6.6

10LC-XD 6.6

OMC 6.6

OMC-XD 6.6

IOHC 8.1

IOHC-XD 8.1

10YC

IOZC

12LC 10.6

12LC-XD 10.6

12MC 10.6

12MC-XD 10.6

12HC 6.5

12HC-XD 16.5

12XC 18.0

14LC

14MC

14HC

14XC

14WC

16MC

i6HC
20MC

20HC

24HC

28HC

Semi-Open
Impeller

Bowl
"K" Fig. "K"

No.

1.56 6JS 1.74

1.56 6LS 1.72

2.24 6M$ 2.43

2.24 6HS 2.29

2.83 6XS 2.35

2.98 8JS 3.52

2.98 8LS 3.34
3.93 8KS 4.42

3.93 8MS 4.28

5.4 8HS 5.4

10LS 7.5

10MS 7.5

IOHS 9.2

10.3 10WS 11.2

10.3 10YS 11.4

13.7 10ZS 13.5

12LS 12.5

12MS 12.5

12HS 19.0

17.2 14LS 19.7

21.8 14MS 23.
21.8 14HS 25.2

21.8 14XS 23.4

24.8 14WS 26.2

34.9 16MS 38.9

34.9 16HS 39.5

38.0

38.0

59.0

83.0

TABLE II

Constant

C TDH

x Setting

x "K"

SHAFT DIAMETER (inches)

3/411 13/16 11"2 1,’16 1s,’16 23/16 27/16

Threads per inch

Turn of Adjusting Nut

200,000 2-3/4 1-1/4 5/6 1/2

250,000 3-1/2 1-1/2 "11/6 2/3
300,000 4-1/16 1-3/4 1-1/4 5/6

350,000 5 2-1/2 1-1/2

1/6 1/6 1/6 1/6

1/6 1/6 1/6 1/6

1/6 1/6 1/6 1/6

1/6 1/6 1/6 1/6

1;3 1/6 1/6 1/6

1/2 1/4 1/6 1/6

1/2 1/3 1/3 1/6

2/3 1/2 1/3 1/4

2/3 1/2 1/2 1/4

1/2 1/3

2/3 1/3

2/3 1/3

2/3 1/3

400,000 5-1/2 2-1/3 1-2/3 1-1/6 3/4 2/3

450,000 6-1/3 2-2/3 2 1-1/4 5/6 2/3
500,000 7-1/2 3 2-1/6 1-1/3 1-1/6 2/3

600,000 8-1/3 3-1/2 2-1/2 1-2/3 1-1/4

700,000

800,000

900,000

1,000,000

1,200,000

1,400,000

1,600,000

1,800,000

2,000,000

2,500,000

3,000,000

3,500,000

4,000,000

4,5O0,000

5,000,000

4-1/6 3 2 1-1/2 1-1/6 516 1/2

4-3/4 3-1/3 2-1/6 I-2/3 1-I/4 1/2

5-1/3 3-3/4 2-1/2 1-5/6 1-1/2 1-1/6 2/3

6 4-1/6 2-2/3 2-1/6 1-2/3 1-1/4 2/3
5 3-1/3 2-1/2 2 1-1/2 5/6

5-2/3 3-5/6 3 2-1/4 1-2/3

6-2/3 4-1/3 3-1/3 2-1/2 2-1/6 1-1/6

5 3-2/3 3 2-1/4 1-1/4

5-1/2 4-1/3 3-1/4 2-1/2 1-1/3

5-1/3 4 3-1/6 1-3/4

6-1/3 4-5/6 3-3/4 2

5-2/3 4-1/3 2-1/2

6-1/2 5 2-5/6

6-1/3 3-1/6

3-1/2

25,000 1/4 1/6 1/6 1/6

50,000 2/3 1/4 1/6 1/6
75,000 1/3 1/3 1/6

100,000 1-1/3 1/2 1/2 1/4

150,000 2-1/6 5/6 2/3 1/3



INSTRUCTIONS FOR USING ADJUSTMENT CHARTS:
First determine the constant "C", which is the total head in
feet x setting (length of shaft in feet) x thrust constant (K).
Thrust constant is determined from Table I, corresponding
to bowls installed. Turns of adjusting nut will be found in

Table II under the diameter of shaft corresponding to the

value of "C" determined.

EXAMPLE:
200 ft. total head 140’ setting 12MS bowl 11/2" shaft
"C" 200 x 140 x 12.5 350,000. From Table II, for "C"
350,000 and shaft diameter of 11/2", number of turns 1.

SIDE SEAL IMPELLERS: For side seal impellers, the
impellers should be raised at least one additional turn over
that determined from the table.

POWER METER CHECK: If the impellers are dragging, the

power input would be excessive, which can be determined
with the power meter on electric drive installation. The
horsepower can be determined approximately as follows:

Motor HP .08 x K x R, where K is the meter constant
(usually stamped on meter nameplate or on revolving disc)

or meter constant times current transformer ratio for a 5
ampere power company meter. R is tums for one minute.

AMMETER CHECK: The load may also be checked by
comparing the ampere input with the motor nameplate
rating.

INSTALLATION RECORD

Purchased From
Date of Installation

Well I.D. (In.)
Water level (Ft.) Standing

Pump Bowl Model No.
Pump Bowl Serial No.
Bowl Setting (ft.)

Well Depth (ft.)

Pumping

Suction Pipe, Size (In.) .,,E ’"
Discharge Column Size (In.) "
Discharge Column, Total Length (Ft.)
Discharge Column, Section Length (Ft.)

Motor HP Phase
Motor Speed

Length (Ft.)
x .o

Cycle Volts

RPM



IMPELLER ADJUSTMENT: Install head shaft nut on top
of motor shaft and tighten until the shaft turns freely or
impellers are not resting on bottom of the bowls. Holding
the shaft, tighten nut carefully until the impellers touch top
of the bowls. CAUTION: Care should be taken not to force
the impellers against the top of the bowls. Note total
listance raised and lower to mid-position and lock the
nut by inserting the locking screw in the proper hole of
the head shaft nut.

HEAD SHAFT: With a hack saw, cut off the head shaft to
a length that will accommodate the motor canopy.
CAUTION: Place a clean rag over the bearing and around
the shaft to protect the bearing from saw filings.

BELTED DRIVE: The belted head turbine is installed in
the same manner as electric drive, except the discharge
head should be secured to the foundation to withstand
belt pull.

PRELUBRICATION: Prelubricate lineshaft bearings by

introducing water into the pump column through the
auxiliary discharge in the back of the head. IMPORTANT:
Column bearings must be water lubricated before starting
pump.

STARTING PUMP: Start the pump with the discharge
valve closed, and open in small steps, allowing water to
clear of sand between each step. CAUTION DO NOT
STOP PUMP WHEN WELL IS DELIVERING SAND.
If necessary, close the valve gradually, allowing the water
to clear and stop the pump when valve is closed. After the
well is free of sand at open discharge pumping, and after
the pump has been started a few times without delivering
excess sand, the impellers may be reset to the normal
running position.

RESETTING IMPELLERS: For maximum performance,
semi-open or end seal impellers should be set only a few
thousandths of an inch above the bottom of the bowls. The
following table indicates the approximate distance the semi-
open or end seal type impellers should be raised above the

bowl face to allow for the shaft stretch due to hydraulic
thrust. The distance is expressed in turns of the adjusting
nut after the impellers start to turn freely. For electric

drive, the adjustment should be checked by observing the
horsepower; if the power is excessively high the impellers
are probably dragging and should be raised slightly.

FIG. 4

GEAR DRIVE: A right angle gear drive is installed in the
same manner as the electric drive.

PACKING GLAND ADJUSTMENT: Tighten the packing
gland until the packing seizes the shaft and then back off
the gland until the shaft turns freely.

DISCHARGE PIPE: Install the discharge pipe and valve
on the pump discharge.

FIG. 5 .6



CAUSES OF IMPROPER OPERATION

MOTOR FALLS TO START
(a) Check to see that the motor shaft turns freely.
(b) See if the power is on.
(c) Check all fuses.
(d) See if the contacts close on the starter, pressure switch,

or any other controls.
(e) Check for loose or broken wire connections.
(f) See that the reset button on the starter is pushed in.

MOTOR WILL NOT COME UP TO SPEED
(a) Check to see that motor shaft turns freely.
(b) Check motor connections for proper voltage.
(c) Check to see that impellers are not set too low.
(d) Check for loose electrical connections.
(e) Check packing gland for overheating.

MOTOR RUNS VERY HOT
NOTE: Modern motors are designed to run hot and if the

hand can be held on the motor for 10 seconds without ex-
treme discomfort the temperature is not dangerous.
(a) Check the motor current with an ammeter, and if the

current under normal pressures does not exceed the

motor nameplate reading by more than 15% for the 3
HP motors or larger, the load may be considered safe.

(b) Check to see that the motor shaft turns freely.

(c) Check the packing gland for over-heating.

(d) Check for proper voltage and motor connections.

LOW CAPACITY OR PRESSURE
(a) Check for proper speed.
(b) Check for correct setting of impellers and refer to

installation instructions for proper adjustment.

(c) Measure water level when pump is running. If lower
than anticipated, capacity and pressure will normally

be less.
(d) Ascertain if well contains foreign matter, such as

leaves, sticks, mud, etc., that may clog strainer or

impeller and bowl passages.

PUMP VIBRATES BADLY
(a) This pump when properly installed should not vibrate

or rattle; if the pump does vibrate, check for misalign-

ment or faulty installation. See installation instructions

for proper installation and aligning technique.

(b) If the pump shakes and rattles on starting only, the

lineshaft bearing may not be getting proper pre-lubri-

cation. Make certain that the pump lineshaft bearings

are fully wetted before each start.

LIMITED WARRANTY
Mid-South Pump (MSP) warrants its new products to be free from defects in workmanship and material for a period of 12 months from

the date of initial sale to the ultimate user or 36 months from the date of manufacture, whichever comes first. The date of manufacture will

be cleedy marked or imprinted on the product package, in the product literature, or on the product itself. MSP’s warranty obligation with

regard to equipment not of its own manufacture is limited to the warranty actually extended to MSP by its supplier. Performance of equipment
is further warranted to be in accordance with stated ratings when propady installed under normal conditions of operation.

This warranty extends only to the original retail purchaser and only during the time in which the original retail purchaser occupies the

site where the product was originally installed.
Requests for service under this warranty shall be made by contacting the installing MSP dealer (point of pumhase) as soon as possible

after the discovery of any alleged defect. MSP will subsequently take corrective action as promptly as reasonably possible.
MSP at its discretion may replace or repair any product that fails under this warranty after inspection by an authorized company represen-

tative or after MSP has received the product at our factory. Replacement or repair cannot be made until after the product is inspected. All

charges or expanses for freight to and from the factory, removal and reinstallation of the product, or installation of a replacement product
are the responsibility of the purchaser.

THIS WARRANTY SUPERSEDES ANY WARRANTY NOT DATED OR BEARING AN EARLIER DATE. ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES
WHICH THE PURCHASER MAY HAVE, INCLUDING MERCHANTIBILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, SHALL NOT
EXTENO BEYOND THE APPLICABLE WARRANTY PERIOD. Some states do not allow limitations on how long an implied warranty lasts,

so the above limitation may not apply to you. IN NO EVENT SHALL MSP BE LIABLE FOR INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES.
Some states do not allow the exclusion or limitation of incidential or consequential damages, so the above may not apply to you.

This warranty does not apply to any product which has been subjected to negligence, alteration, accident, abuse, misuse, improper in-

stallstion, vandalism, civil disturbances, or acts of God. The only warranties suthofized by MSP are those set forth herein. MSP does not

authorize other persons to extend any warranties with respect to its products, nor will MSP assume liability for any unauthorized warranties
made in connection with the sale of its products.

THIS WARRANTY GIVES YOU SPECIFIC LEGAL RIGHTS, AND YOU MAY ALSO HAVE OTHER RIGHTS WHICH MAY VARY FROM
STATE TO STATE.

1555 THREE PL.CE MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE 38116 (901)345-7204 TOLL FREE: 1-800-238-7167
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